Greetings students in Atlanta!
I want to say its been a great experience for me living in this part
of the world. I learned so many
things about Japan that really
surprised me! Especially information in this country concerning
Black people. I remember once
asking three Japanese women,
“What do they think about African American women?” And they
all used the word “glamorous”
when describing Black women in
America. In Japan they see individuals such as Oprah Winfrey,
Michelle Obama, Beyonce and
many others on TV. These women
appear to be very glamorous to
Japanese females. When I was
living in America I rarely heard
positive news about black women.
This is one of the benefits of living in another country. You receive information you don’t have
access to in America.
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From Africa to Asia
Black people were the
first people to live in
China, India, Thailand
and Malaysia. There was
once a period in history
when all these countries
were occupied by no
other people except
Blacks. Research conducted by many historians have proven this to
be a fact. It is also interesting to know you
can still find black peoples living in those countries. Usually they do
not occupy the main cities. They are most commonly found in the countrysides.

In this issue of Blacks in
Asia we are going to look
at the Black group in Malaysia known as the
Semang. The Semang is
part of the global community of black peoples found
all over the world. It is indeed a wonderful and great
opportunity for us to learn
about our brothers and sisters in Malaysia.
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Blacks in Malaysia
The first people to occupy Malaysia were a
black-skinned people
who arrived there
around 8,000 BC. These
peoples lived in Malaysia
as hunters and gatherers. Later, “yellowskinned” people came to
Malaysia in much larger
numbers. This influx
forced the black groups
to retreat to the hills
and country sides of
Malaysia.
In the 18th century the
British came and colonized the country. And
in 1941 the Japanese
invaded Malaysia and
ruled it until 1944.

During the 1970s, 80s and
90s Malaysia has grown
from being a poor nation to
a rich modern one. Today it
is a very prosperous Muslim
country with a population of
29 million people.
Kuala Lampur, the capital of Malaysia

I once interviewed a man
born and raised in Malaysia.
I asked him to tell me about
the Semang, the black native people who lives in his
country.
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This Malaysian gentleman said
the black people who lives in
his country are viewed similar
to how Americans view the
American Indians. When
white people initially arrived in
America they discovered the
country was already occupied
by the American Indians.
Similarly, this Malaysian gentleman said when the yellowskinned people arrived in Malaysia they discovered the
country was already occupied
by these black peoples. The
Semang are view as the original natives of his country.

The Semang of Malaysia have traditionally lived as nomadic hunters. This life style involves living off the land by hunting and cultivating crops. Traditionally, the women harvested produce
such as yams, groundnuts and tapioca. The men typically do the hunting in these communities.
The culture of the Semang is currently in danger of extinction. The Malaysian government has
sponsored efforts to remove them from their land and resettle the Semang in housing with modern appliances. Thus, many Semang members are forced to abandon their nomadic ways in order
to conform to life in these settled communities. These governmental initiatives have caused the
Semang to forsaken the practice of making their own clothes, tools, instrument, etc. Thus,
many Semang traditions are at risk of being lost. For example, the tradition of crafting by hand
the Semang nose flute called the Pensol.
Similar to the American Indians in the U.S. , the Semang maintains a strong identity with nature
and the land. They have waged many legal battles for possession and ownership of their ancestral homeland. In 1989 the Center for Orang Asli Concerns (COAC) was founded as an organized
body to fight for the rights of the Semang in Malaysia.

